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Shoulder Stretches1. PVC Pipe Pass-through -Hold PVC overhead in wide grip, and slowly drop down in front of body, then
reverse directions and drop behind back. Hold each position in place for 10 seconds, total of 30 seconds.

2. Behind the Back Stretch -Clasp hands together behind back, standing, or sitting
comfortably on ground in order to get full mobility. With hands clasped, slowly
roll shoulders back as if pulling shoulder blades together, and open chest. Open up
more by slightly looking up and leaning head back, taking deep breaths and holding. With each deep breath, try to open up chest even more. Hold this for 30 seconds and repeat as many times as needed.

3. Criss-Cross Arm Stretch -Place arm behind head (like doing triceps stretch)
and grab your hand with opposite hand coming around other side. (So hands are clasped
behind back elbows pointing opposite directions) Hold for 30 seconds before switching
sides. To increase mobility, if you cannot grab your hand just yet, hold a towel or resistance band and slowly pull shoulders back each deep breath.
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4. Over the Chest Stretch -Bring arm across chest while gently pushing it towards chest with opposite arm. Deep breaths, holding
20 seconds, pushing slightly more with each breath,
switch arms.

5. Doorway Stretch-place palm
face down against wall or doorway, and
turn body opposite way, getting a stretch
in the shoulder, also will be felt in arms
and chest. Hold for 20 seconds, switch
sides.

6. Seated-sitting on mat, lean back and place hands flat on
floor behind body, arms a little more than shoulder width,
fingers pointing away from body. Then scoot hips forward
away from hands. Hold for 20 seconds.

7. Seated Wall Stretch-Face away from wall. Bend over and place hands slightly
wider than shoulder width as high as possible on wall with fingers positioned upward. Bring rear end and back toward wall and squat down. Hold stretch for 20
seconds.

	
  

